READY TO USE FLAX DYES
DYEING METHOD
Place the flax or raffia to be dyed in a suitable sized container and cover with hot water.
Add the required amount of liquid dye.
Heat to boiling and hold just below the boil until the required depth of colour has developed.
Remove the dyed flax and wash thoroughly to remove any unfixed dye.

AMOUNT OF DYE TO USE
For most colours for each gram of dry flax, use half a ml of the dye solution as supplied.
For dark colours for each gram of dry flax, use one ml of the dye solution as supplied
For black for each gram of dry flax, use two ml of the dye solution as supplied

NB If there is still dye left in the dye pot at the end of your dyeing you can reuse the dye liquid. The colour you get will not be as intense as the original dyeing and may also differ somewhat in shade.

Every care has been taken with the above recommendations, however they must be tested and adapted to suit your own requirements and dyeing conditions.